showrooms
interiors
furnishings
outdoor
scenography

Challenge us.
Count on us.

DISCOVER SMART DESIGN STYLE
We created this portfolio to show that in the current difficult situation companies want to support each other. We have the experience, the architects, we have 100 carpenters ready for action, a fully equipped carpentry shop and the will to act. Design and craftsmanship are what we do. See what we can do for you.

What we can offer for you...

08 — showrooms
40 — interiors
54 — furnishings
86 — outdoor
94 — scenography
Our experience

Our full-service experience means we manage the project every step of the way:
+ Experienced architects and interior designers.
+ Project manager. Always stays in touch.
+ Technical department. Oversee the manufacturing process.
+ Carpentry shop on site. Fully equipped with state of the art machines.
+ 100 carpenters, assemblers and electricians. For production and finishing.
+ Over 20 years of experience. Ensures the highest quality of design and finish.
Experienced team

25 years of experience!

CO OWNERS

Darek Kaczmarek
Łukasz Jerzmanowski
Michał Ogrzewalski

DESIGNERS

Marzena Michalska
Joanna Dittmar
Łukasz Zaremba
Weronika Politowicz
Aleksandra Knapińska

PROJECT MANAGERS

Katarzyna Rzadkiewicz
Dorota Czarska
Patryk Krajewski
Agnieszka Skóra
Egils Lastovskis
Nathalie Kim

TECHNICAL MANAGERS

Iwona Sawicka
Anna Kaniewska
Adam Beim
Małgorzata Świadek
Joanna Wrzukowska
Eryk Przybyłowicz
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#wood
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#natural

used materials: steel + laminate
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used materials: brick + wood

#industrial
Furniture production and interior finishing

+ We design interiors.
+ We produce custom made furniture.
+ We make 3D visualizations.
+ We offer comprehensive interior finishing.
+ We work with glass, concrete, laminated MDF, plywood, ceramic tiles, veneers, steel, aluminum and many other materials.
+ Our finishes include laminating, lacquer and backlights.
+ You can count on our expertise and help with choosing the right materials.
furniture

This is just a small sample of the furniture we produced to order. Give us a try. We will send you a quotation within two days.
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used materials: steel + mdf
counters

We have produced over 6500 counters, each custom-made to a specific order.
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used materials: wood
displays

Presentation matters. We make all types of product displays, even the most original in style or form. The materials most often used for them include steel, aluminum, furniture panels and lacquered or laminated MDF.
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Intelligently Designed
WITH YOU IN MIND.

LG Business Solutions
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design: Weronika Politowicz, Smart Design Expo designer
#nolimits

production and realization: Smart Design Expo
Contact

ul. Szparagowa 12
62-081 Wysogotowo
Przeźmierowo, Poland

phone number.: +48 61 642 7147
email: office@smartdesign-expo.com

Łukasz Jerzmanowski
co-owner
+48 502 043 930
lukas@smartdesign-expo.com

Patryk Krajewski
business development manager
+48 533 746 053
patryk@smartdesign-expo.com

Dorota Czarska
senior project manager
+48 512 561 797
dorota@smartdesign-expo.com

Agnieszka Skóra
project manager
+48 512 042 920
agas@smartdesign-expo.com

Katarzyna Rzadkiewicz
sales and marketing director
+48 530 436 637
kasia@smartdesign-expo.com

Nathalie Kim
project manager
+48 534 385 916
nathalie@smartdesign-expo.com

Egils Lastovskis
project manager
+48 884 994 048
egils@smartdesign-expo.com

Julia Królak
marketing manager
+48 576 827 777
julia@smartdesign-expo.com

Łukasz Jerzmanowski
co-owner
+48 502 043 930
lukas@smartdesign-expo.com